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A B S T R A C T

We present an experimental and simulation study of high charge state ion beams produced with a permanent
magnet electron cyclotron resonance ion source (ECRIS) with minimum-B quadrupole magnetic field topology
and slit extraction system. The unconventional topology generates fan-shaped plasma flux, favouring a
rectangular aperture for beam extraction. We demonstrate successful low-energy transport of the slit beam,
achieving up to 25 times higher beam currents compared to a round extraction aperture. Maximum beam
intensities are 1.5 and 15 μA for argon 11+ and 9+, respectively. The results indicate microwave power-limited
beam production. Emittance values are comparable to traditional ECRIS. Unlike in conventional ECRIS, the
emittance increases monotonically with increasing charge state due to slit extraction, magnetic topology, and
beam transport characteristics. The experimental transport efficiency for helium ranges from 32% to 50%,
depending on the total beam current. The losses primarily occur due to the dipole magnet’s insufficient vertical
aperture.
1. Introduction

The CUBE-ECRIS is a permanent magnet minimum-B quadrupole
electron cyclotron resonance ion source recently designed and built
at the JYFL (University of Jyväskylä, Department of Physics) acceler-
ator laboratory [1,2]. The main difference between the CUBE-ECRIS
and conventional minimum-B ECR ion sources is the magnetic field
topology. Conventional ECR ion sources utilize a superposition of
solenoid and sextupole fields, resulting in efficient electron heating
at a closed resonance surface, magnetic confinement of the electrons,
and suppression of magnetohydrodynamic instabilities. The magnet
design of the CUBE-ECRIS has been inspired by the experimental ‘‘yin-
yang’’ or ‘‘baseball seam’’ devices used for mirror confinement fusion
plasma research [3–5], and a more recent incarnation of the ‘‘yin-yang’’
quadrupole minimum-B, the 6.4 GHz ARC-ECRIS [6], demonstrat-
ing the production of argon ion beams up to 6+ charge state. In
these devices the quadrupole field topology is produced with ‘‘com-
bined function’’ electromagnets instead of using separate solenoid and
quadrupole magnets as was done for the 10 GHz Quadrumafios ion
source reaching argon charge states up to 11+ [7].

The CUBE-ECRIS operating in the frequency range of 10–11.5 GHz
has been built for two purposes. First, it is intended to demonstrate
high charge state ion production at X-band microwave frequencies and,
thus, act as an intermediate step between the first 6.4 GHz ARC-ECRIS
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prototype [6] and potential superconducting versions of the concept
feasible up to 100 GHz [8]. Second, being an all-permanent magnet
ECRIS the CUBE source is a viable candidate for a ‘‘net-zero’’, SF6-free
single-ended low energy time-of-flight elastic recoil detection analysis
(ToF-ERDA) facility using high charge state noble gas ions [9], where
the beam current requirements are not as stringent as in typical nuclear
physics applications.

The first experimental results taken on the CUBE-ECRIS are pre-
sented in Ref. [2] and can be summarized into three key findings: (i)
electron heating up to ∼200 KeV energies, (ii) electrostatic confinement
of high charge state ions, and (iii) production of high charge state ion
beams up to Ar11+ and beam currents of at least 1 μA for Ar9+ and lower
charge states.

In those first experiments the extraction aperture was an 8 mm
diameter round hole, which does not match the escaping, fan-shaped
plasma flux forming a distinct strip pattern at the plane of the plasma
electrode, characteristic to the quadrupole field topology. As explained
in detail in Ref. [1], the preferred shape of the plasma electrode
aperture is a rectangular slit, which, however, complicates the down-
stream beam transport. In this paper we report experimental results,
i.e. beam currents and emittance of argon ion beams extracted from
the CUBE-ECRIS, using a slit-aperture extraction for the first time. The
results are compared to those obtained with the round aperture and to
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Fig. 1. A cross section view of the CUBE-ECRIS and the low energy beam transport.
The collimator upstream from the Faraday cup restricts the beam size only in horizontal
(𝑥) direction. A detailed view of the beam extraction region is presented in subfigure
(a) with a slit-extraction plasma electrode (40 mm × 4 mm aperture).

emittance trends (charge state dependence) observed in conventional
ECR ion sources. Finally, we discuss the transport efficiency of the ion
beams. The conclusions are supported by extraction and beam transport
simulations.

2. Experimental setup and procedure

The CUBE-ECRIS and its low energy beam transport (LEBT) includ-
ing diagnostics are presented in Fig. 1.

The details of the ion source magnetic field can be found in Ref. [1].
The microwave radiation (RF) sustaining the plasma is generated
with a Keysight EXG Analog Signal Generator N5173B and amplified
with a XICOM Technology XTRD-450I Travelling Wave Tube Amplifier
(TWTA). The amplifier is connected to the CUBE-ECRIS plasma cham-
ber via a WR75 rectangular wave guide transmission line equipped with
a high voltage break and a vacuum window. As the magnetic field
structure of CUBE-ECRIS cannot be varied, the microwave frequency
is a significant plasma tuning parameter to optimize the source per-
formance. Here the frequency was varied between 10 and 11.5 GHz. In
this frequency range the TWTA provides a maximum RF power of about
300 W The gas feed rate into the plasma chamber is controlled with two
independent precision valves, allowing operation with two gas species.
The two biased discs are circular, d = 20 mm stainless steel inserts
insulated from the plasma chamber wall. The biased discs are located
at the maxima of the plasma flux loss line as per the electron tracing
simulations of Ref. [1] (for further details, see the Supplementary Data
of [2]).

The CUBE-ECRIS has been designed for extraction voltages around
10 kV. The plasma electrode is a separate plate embedded to the plasma
chamber wall (see subplot (a) in Fig. 1) allowing the extraction aperture
to be changed. Three different extraction apertures were used in this
study; a round aperture with 8 mm diameter and two rectangular slit
apertures with horizontal × vertical dimensions of 20 mm × 4 mm and
2

40 mm × 4 mm. Facing the plasma electrode is a puller electrode with
a 55 mm × 8 mm slit aperture. The puller electrode can be biased
negatively with respect to the ground potential, which increases the
electric field strength in the acceleration gap. The horizontal slit beam
rotates to roughly vertical in the extraction due to decreasing magnetic
field of the ion source.

An electrostatic quadrupole doublet is located immediately down-
stream from the extraction system. The quadrupoles were intended for
matching the extracted beam into the following dipole with ∼1 kV
voltages as presented in [1]. However, the experimental optimum was
found at significantly lower voltages (around 100 V for Q1 and 0 V for
Q2) for high charge states of argon.

The ion beams are mass-to-charge (𝑀∕𝑄) analysed using a 102◦

spectrometer dipole magnet with a 350 mm turning radius and 70 mm
pole gap. The free height of the vacuum chamber is 60 mm. The ion cur-
rents are measured with a Faraday cup downstream from the magnet.
The Faraday cup is equipped with secondary electron suppression and
its entrance is 98 mm in vertical and 28 mm in horizontal direction
to accommodate the expected shape of the slit-extracted and rotated
ion beams. A 20 mm horizontal collimator is placed in front of the
Faraday cup to improve the resolution. The charge state distribution
of the extracted beams is determined by sweeping the magnetic field
of the spectrometer magnet and measuring the ion current from the
Faraday cup. This measurement setup was used with all extraction
aperture setups.

The vertical (𝑦, 𝑦′) and horizontal (𝑥, 𝑥′) emittances of 𝑀∕𝑄-analysed
beams were measured with an Allison-type emittance scanner [10]
located downstream from the dipole magnet, as shown in Fig. 1. Here
the vertical direction means ‘‘up-down’’ or ‘‘in and out of page’’ in
Fig. 1. Switching between the horizontal and vertical measurement
planes requires breaking the beamline vacuum and physically rotating
the emittance scanner. As implied, with Allison type scanners only
two-dimensional measurement are possible, from which the cross-
correlations between the (y, y’) and (x, x’) are impossible to entangle.
This is relevant for example in the case of beam rotation, which is
discussed hereafter. An essential part of the emittance measurement is
the data analysis, where for example the artefacts such as amplifier bias
and background noise are removed [11]. Firstly, the average value of
the background was calculated using the SCUBEEx method [12], and
then removed from the data. Next, the data was thresholded i.e. the
measurement points with values below a certain threshold percentage
from the maximum intensity were reset to zero. In this study the
threshold values were between 5–10%. Finally, cluster analysis [13]
was used to remove possible ghost signals in the data. Determining the
exact values for the thresholding percentage and cluster-removal filter,
i.e. the minimum relative intensity of a separate cluster and the global
intensity maximum, has to be done by experimenting with the values
and visually inspecting the resulting phase space distribution plots [11].
Blindly trusting the algorithm may cause wrong interpretations. For
example, if the phase space distributions measured as a function of a
parameter, such as the RF power, have aberrations, the algorithm may
delete these only from some distributions, which could lead to wrong
conclusions about the parametric trends seen in the data.

All data described hereafter were collected with 10 kV source poten-
tial and with the source control parameters, e.g. bias disc voltage and
gas pressure, optimized for the production of 40Ar9+. The experiments
were started with the 8 mm diameter round extraction aperture, which
provides a reasonable comparison to conventional ECR ion source
extraction systems. The charge state distribution (CSD) and (𝑦, 𝑦′) and
(𝑥, 𝑥′) emittances of the resulting beams (charge states) were then mea-
sured. Next, the extraction aperture was changed to a 20 mm × 4 mm
rectangular slit and the measurements were repeated. This acts as an
intermediate step towards the ‘‘nominal’’ 40 mm wide slit. The bulk
of the data were collected with the 40 mm × 4 mm rectangular slit
aperture. This is the aperture size for which the CUBE-ECRIS beam
extraction and transport systems have been designed for, based on the
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Fig. 2. Argon charge state distributions for (a) round 8 mm diameter aperture, (b) rectangular 20 mm × 4 mm slit aperture and (c) rectangular 40 mm × 4 mm slit aperture
with 270–280 W microwave power. The ion source parameters were optimized for Ar9+ in each case. The total extracted beam currents (HV drain currents) were 0.28 mA, 0.39
mA and 1.45 mA, respectively, for (a), (b) and (c). The argon ‘‘peaks’’ are highlighted with orange, oxygen with blue and impurities (carbon and nitrogen) with green. Notice the
different beam current scale in each CSD.
ion optical simulations [1]. With the large slit we applied oxygen as a
mixing gas and biased the puller electrode to ∼−3 kV potential (neither
being implemented for the other two apertures). These two changes
mitigated extraction stability issues observed otherwise. The negative
bias in the puller electrode also affects the space charge compensation,
but we expect the effect to be small and local. The ion source was
optimized for the production of 40Ar9+ with 280 W RF power and the
CSD of the beam extracted from the Ar+O plasma was measured in the
RF power range from 50 to 280 W. The (𝑦, 𝑦′) and (𝑥, 𝑥′) emittances
of different argon charge states were also measured with several RF
powers.

Finally, the beam transport was studied further by measuring the
transmission efficiency of helium ions extracted from the CUBE-ECRIS
plasma to the Faraday cup downstream from the spectrometer magnet.
This measurement was performed with helium in order to be able to
transport both charge states (4He+ and 4He2+) through the spectrome-
ter magnet with 10 kV extraction voltage, −2.6 kV puller voltage and
the 40 mm × 4 mm slit extraction aperture. The total extracted beam
current (power source drain current) was varied from 0.4 to 1.6 mA by
adjusting the RF power between 4 and 200 W.

3. Results

3.1. Beam current measurements

Charge state distributions (CSD) of argon with 10 kV extraction
voltage and 270–280 W RF power at 10.5 GHz are shown in Fig. 2
where (a) is with the 8 mm diameter round aperture, (b) with the
rectangular slit aperture of 20 mm × 4 mm and (c) with 40 mm × 4 mm
slit. Gas mixing with oxygen was applied in (c) as explained above.
The CSDs exhibit major improvement of all argon charge state currents
when the rectangular slit apertures are compared to the round aperture.
Especially the high charge state (8+, 9+ and 11+) beam currents are
many times higher with the slit, up to a factor of 25 for Ar11+ as shown
in Table 1. We note that Ar10+ overlaps with O4+ and, thus, is not
shown here. Approximately twofold improvement is observed when
comparing the smaller 20 mm × 4 mm rectangular slit to the bigger
40 mm × 4 mm slit. The beam current improvement depends on the
charge state, i.e. the higher the CS the bigger the improvement. Possible
reasons for the observed scaling are: the shape of the escaping plasma
flux (the particle distribution incident on the extraction aperture), gas
mixing (with the 40 mm × 4 mm slit), collimation on the puller and
potentially different transport efficiencies of different argon beams. We
draw the attention to the fact that the CSDs optimized for Ar9+ peak
at lower charge states and are different to those in classical ECR ion
sources.

It is noted that the beam currents shown in Table 1 for the 8 mm di-
ameter case are significantly higher than what was reported in Ref. [2]
for the same aperture. This is mainly due to changes made to the mi-
crowave transmission line, which resulted in better coupling and trans-
mission efficiency, and made the previously inaccessible frequencies
available to be used in this study.
3

Fig. 3. Argon beam currents of different charge states at different RF powers with the
40 mm × 4 mm rectangular slit aperture. The ion source was tuned for the CS 9+ at
the highest RF power.

Table 1
The highest beam currents of argon charge states 8+, 9+ and 11+ achieved with each
plasma electrode aperture.

Geometry [mm] Charge state

8+ [μA] 9+ [μA] 11+ [μA]

Diameter = 8 6.7 2.0 0.06
20 × 4 18.0 8.0 0.73
40 × 4 29.0 15.2 1.54

Fig. 3 shows the argon beam currents as a function of the charge
state for RF powers of 50–280 W at 10.964 GHz with the 40 mm × 4 mm
slit. The measurement parameters were: −2.4 kV puller voltage, 70 V
quadrupole Q1 voltage, −12 V biased disc voltage. The measured beam
currents demonstrate that the CUBE ion source is RF power limited
as the beam currents increase with increasing power without any sign
of saturation. Fig. 3 also illustrates that the argon CSD has a local
maximum at charge state 8+, which is also visible in Fig. 2. The local
maximum is presumably due to the closed electron shell structure of
Ar8+, and the significant increase of the ionization potential between
charge states 8+ to 9+, causing ‘‘pile-up’’ to 8+. Similar effect, arguably
caused by insufficient microwave power, is often observed in charge
breeder ion sources where the maximum efficiency corresponds to
the charge state with closed electron shell, e.g. K9+ being the best
comparison to argon (see e.g. Ref. [14]).

3.2. Emittance measurements

The measured (𝑥, 𝑥′) and (𝑦, 𝑦′) phase space distributions of Ar8+ for
each extraction aperture (8 mm diameter round aperture, 20 mm × 4
mm slit and 40 mm × 4 mm slit) are shown in Fig. 4. The corresponding
normalized root mean square (rms) emittance values are shown for
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Fig. 4. (𝑥, 𝑥′) and (𝑦, 𝑦′) phase space distributions of 80 keV Ar8+ beam for each plasma electrode aperture. The high voltage power supply drain currents, which allude to the
total extracted beam current, are 0.34 mA for the 8 mm diameter round aperture, approximately 0.38 mA for the 20 mm × 4 mm slit and about 1.4 mA for the 40 mm × 4 mm
slit. The corresponding emittance values are normalized rms. The location 𝑥 = 𝑦 = 0 corresponds to the optical axis of the LEBT.
each case. The phase space distributions indicate that the beam is
diverging in both planes at the location of the emittance scanner with
all apertures. With the two slit apertures the beam physical and angular
dimensions are roughly the same in both planes, which offers a hint
that the slit beams, or at least the larger one, are collimated during
the beam transport (corroborated by simulations, as will be shown in
the subsequent sections). In comparison the round aperture beam is
considerably smaller in physical and angular dimensions.

Fig. 5 shows the normalized rms-emittance as a function of the
𝑀∕𝑄-ratio of argon for the 40 mm × 4 mm slit extraction in (𝑥, 𝑥′) and
(𝑦, 𝑦′). The corresponding RF powers are 234 W and 280 W, respec-
tively. The data were collected applying gas mixing with oxygen and
the (negative) puller voltage was 2.6–2.8 kV. In both cases (transverse
planes) the beam emittance increases monotonically with increasing
charge state (decreasing 𝑀∕𝑄), which is in contrast to the behaviour
in traditional ECRIS, where for high charge states the emittance de-
creases with increasing charge state [15–17]. This is arguably caused
by the non-uniform distribution of different charge state ions across the
extraction aperture, i.e. higher charge states originating near the axis
of the (conventional) ECRIS [18].

The normalized rms emittance (𝑦, 𝑦′) of selected charge states of
argon with the 40 mm × 4 mm slit aperture is shown in Fig. 6 as a
function of the RF power. The measurement was done with a −2.8 kV
puller voltage. The emittance of each charge state is approximately
constant for all the RF powers used. For the charge states 4+ and
6+ the emittance varied only by 15% while the beam current almost
doubled from 22 μA to 40 μA and from 14 μA to 26 μA, respectively.
The emittance of the charge state 8+ varied by 35% as the beam
current increased from 10 μA to 28 μA. Finally, the emittance of
the charge state 9+ varied by 12% as the beam current more than
quadrupled from 3 μA to 13 μA. The total beam current (power source
drain current) increased from 1.14 mA to 1.45 mA across the power
sweep. The conclusion is that the beam emittance is independent of
the (total) beam current, at least with the present LEBT. Nevertheless,
the measurements solely capture the emittance of the beam that has
been successfully transported through the LEBT, while disregarding the
collimated segment of the beam.
4

Fig. 5. Normalized rms emittance of argon as a function of the mass-to-charge ratio
for the 40 mm × 4 mm rectangular slit aperture (both (𝑥, 𝑥′) and (𝑦, 𝑦′)). The argon
charge states are 4+, 6+, 7+, 8+, 9+ and 11+. Argon charge state labels accompanying
the data points are shown for clarity.

3.3. Beam transport

The transport efficiency of the low energy beamline (from the ion
source to the Faraday cup) was studied with helium plasma and −2.6
kV puller voltage using the 40 mm × 4 mm slit extraction aperture. The
efficiency was found between 32–50% as a function of the high voltage
source drain current (between 0.4 mA and 1.6 mA), which was varied
by adjusting the RF power from 4 W to 200 W. The beam intensities
with the 200 W RF power are 78 μA and 300 μA for the 2+ and 1+
charge states, respectively. The transport efficiency 𝜂 = 𝐼𝐻𝑒,𝑓∕𝐼𝐻𝑒,𝑖,
where 𝑓 stands for the final (measured) and 𝑖 the initial helium beam
currents, is calculated by assuming that the efficiency is the same for
He and other contamination elements that are present in the extracted
beam (mainly oxygen), and then dividing the combined total of the
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Fig. 6. Normalized rms emittance (𝑦, 𝑦′) of argon as a function of the RF power for
different charge states with 40 mm × 4 mm slit aperture.

measured beam currents by the drain current of the ion source high
voltage power supply. As the maximum field strength of the dipole
magnet is not strong enough to measure the O+ current at 10 kV, it is
approximated by a linear fit using the other measured oxygen charge
states. In reality, a certain fraction of the high voltage drain current
results from electron backflow, which causes the transport efficiency
(calculated as explained above) to be underestimated, i.e. the quoted
values represent the minimum transport efficiency.

4. Extraction and beam transport simulations

Two simulation packages were used to model the extraction and
beam transport of the CUBE-ECRIS to gain insight into the experimental
observations. IBSimu [19] was used to model the ion beam extraction
from plasma and PIOL [20] was used for the low energy beam transport
simulations.

4.1. Extraction

Beam extraction from the plasma was simulated with IBSimu assum-
ing that the flux of ions at the plasma electrode follows the electron
flux produced by the plasma simulations presented in Ref. [1]. This
assumption is supported by the observable plasma flux burn mark at
the plasma electrode. The flux is almost uniform in the long direction of
the slit (horizontal) and has a Gaussian distribution with a standard de-
viation of 0.5 mm in the vertical direction. The CSD, which is assumed
to be independent of the spatial distribution, is defined according to the
experimental observations. The other plasma parameters are based on
typical values used for ECRIS simulations [21]. The IBSimu simulations
take into account space charge effects in the beam region. The beam
space charge is compensated in the plasma as defined by the plasma
model.

The extracted beam data can be used to evaluate the relative
fractions of beam expected to be extracted through different extraction
apertures. The extracted currents follow very closely the length of the
aperture and are therefore 2.5× for the 20 mm × 4 mm and 5× for the
40 mm × 4 mm slit apertures compared to the round 8 mm diameter
aperture. As the magnetic fringe field of the ion source decreases in
the extraction region the beam experiences rotation due to the Lorentz
force. The slit beam rotates from horizontal to vertical and is collimated
within the narrow puller electrode. The beam from 8 mm diameter
round aperture has a throughput of 100% with no collimation. For slit
apertures, the degree of the collimation depends on the 𝑀∕𝑄-ratio, the
source voltage and the horizontal length of the beam (long dimension
of the slit). The throughput is 97% for the 20 mm × 4 mm aperture and
89% for the 40 mm × 4 mm aperture for Ar8+, extracted with 10 kV
5

potential.
Fig. 7. Simulated normalized rms emittances of argon beams in the CUBE-ECRIS
extraction at 𝑧 = 300 mm measured from the ion source B-field minimum. The emittance
values are calculated in the directions defined by the beam rotation and are labelled
here as wide and narrow referring to the slit beam dimensions. Argon charge state
labels accompanying the data points are shown for clarity.

Fig. 8. Profile view of the argon beam extracted from 40 mm × 4 mm slit aperture
within the CUBE LEBT, calculated with 0% SCC. The greyscale colours indicate particle
density. Dipole is tuned for selecting Ar8+ and the other charge states are deflected in
𝑥-direction.

Fig. 7 shows the normalized rms emittances in the extraction system
at 𝑧 = 300 mm measured from the B-field minimum. The emittances
are plotted in the direction defined by the beam rotation, which varies
with the 𝑀∕𝑄, and are labelled as wide and narrow referring to the slit
beam dimensions. In the narrow dimension, the beam emittance stays
approximately constant for all 𝑀∕𝑄 values. The emittances ranges from
0.2 to 0.22 mm mrad. In the wide direction, the beam emittance values
are between 0.45–1.08 mm mrad, i.e. decrease by more than 50%
when 𝑀∕𝑄 increases from 3.6 to 10. This trend is associated with the
beam rotation caused by the fringe magnetic field. Such trend has been
predicted theoretically for conventional ECR ion sources with round
extraction aperture and decreasing solenoid field [22].

4.2. LEBT

The simulation of the following LEBT was made with PIOL [20]
using third order matrices and the particle distributions from the
extraction simulations. The quadrupole voltages were set to zero to
model the experimental conditions. The simulations can include space
charge forces from all extracted charge states, which can be espe-
cially significant before the separation in the dipole. As the degree
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Fig. 9. Throughput of simulated argon beams (charge states) from the plasma electrode
to the FC with 0 and 100% space charge compensation degree. Argon charge state labels
accompanying the data points are shown for clarity.

of space charge compensation (SCC) in the LEBT is not known, the
LEBT simulations were done with both, 100% SCC (no space charge
effects), and 0% SCC (full space charge forces). The true experimental
condition is somewhere in between these extremes. Fig. 8 shows the
projection of the argon beam (all charge states) extracted from the
40 mm × 4 mm slit aperture and calculated with 0% SCC. Here the
dipole is set to transport Ar8+ ions. Significant beam collimation occurs
ownstream from the quadrupole chamber. The throughput from the
lasma electrode to the FC is presented in Fig. 9 for both slit extraction
pertures used in the experiments, and SCC-factors of 0 and 100%.
ccording to the simulations it can be expected that e.g. the Ar8+

ransport efficiency is between 33 and 41% for the 40 mm × 4 mm
lit aperture. Throughput of the 20 mm × 4 m slit aperture follows the
ame trend as the bigger slit, but with systematically higher throughput
n the 100% SCC case.

The effect of the collimation can also be seen in the transverse
ms emittance values evaluated for the argon charge states at the
ocation of the experimental emittance scans at 𝑠 = 2.5 m presented in
ig. 10 for both 0 and 100% SCC cases. The intermediate SCC degrees
ead to emittance values between these two extremes. The 0% SCC
ields smaller emittances because the beam is collimated more. The
easured emittance values from Fig. 5 are shown for reference. It

an be seen that the simulated emittance is larger than the observed
mittance. Therefore, it can be concluded that the simulation does not
ully correspond to the experiment. The reasons for this could be related
o the plasma model used for the extraction but remain elusive.

The LEBT simulations were also used to predict the transport effi-
iency for helium beams with total intensities of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 mA
n the 40 mm × 4 mm slit aperture case. The simulated efficiencies
re presented together with the experimental data (see Section 3.3) in
ig. 11. The transport efficiencies for the 100% SCC case are between
5–50% and 9–21% for the 0% SCC case. The large contrast between
hese extremes is due to the considerable collimation with the 0%
CC case as discussed previously. The measured transport efficiency
s considerably better than the 0% SCC case and almost as high as
he 100% SCC case. Finally, we note that in the experiment the SCC
egree could be affected by the electrostatic quadrupoles. However,
f the quadrupole voltages are optimized in the LEBT simulations,
hey indicate that the beam transmission increases significantly. For
xample, the Ar8+ transmission increases from the values presented
n Fig. 9 (33% and 42% for SCC 0% and 100% respectively) up to
4% in both cases. The transport efficiency is insensitive to the SCC-
actor at optimized quadrupole voltages. Only a slight tuning of the
ocusing power is sufficient to compensate for the space charge forces.
evertheless, such behaviour was not observed experimentally.
6

Fig. 10. Simulated (𝑦, 𝑦′) and (𝑥, 𝑥′) emittances of argon beams as a function of the
mass-to-charge ratio at the location of the emittance scanner with (0% SCC) and
without beam space charge (100% SCC). Measured beam emittances from Fig. 5 are
shown for reference and argon charge state labels accompanying the data points are
shown for clarity.

Fig. 11. Measured and simulated (combined IBSimu and PIOL with 0 and 100% SCC)
transport efficiency of helium beam (charge states 1+ and 2+ combined) as a function
of the high voltage power supply drain current (measurement) or total extracted current
(simulation).

5. Discussion

The experimental results shown in this study demonstrate that the
ion beams produced with the minimum-B quadrupole ECRIS using
a rectangular slit extraction aperture can be successfully transported
through the LEBT. Furthermore, the beam intensities produced with the
rectangular slit apertures increase considerably compared to the round
extraction aperture, which is to be expected based on the earlier plasma
flux simulation reported in Ref. [1].

The argon beam current intensities of the CUBE-ECRIS can be com-
pared to those achieved with (a) conventional (electromagnet solenoid
+ permanent magnet sextupole) ECR ion sources operating at ∼10 GHz
frequency, (b) all permanent-magnet ECR ion sources operating at
∼10 GHz frequency, and (c) other ECR ion sources with unconventional
magnetic field topologies. For (a) the benchmark device is the 10 GHz
coaxially coupled Caprice ion source producing 36 μA of Ar9+ when op-
erating with a single microwave frequency [23] (unknown RF power or
source potential complicating the comparison). The record Ar9+ beam
current of 15 μA achieved with the CUBE-ECRIS is smaller by a factor
of almost 3. However, we expect to bridge this gap in performance with
further improvements of the CUBE-ECRIS outlined below. In category
(b) we compare the CUBE-ECRIS to 10 GHz and 14.5 GHz NANOGAN
devices producing 5 μA and 20 μA of Ar9+, respectively [24]. Here
the CUBE-ECRIS compares well with the commercial all permanent-
magnet ECR ion sources. Finally, in category (c) the CUBE-ECRIS has
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already delivered higher argon charge states, i.e. up to Ar11+, than other
ECR ion sources with unconventional magnetic field topologies, i.e. the
6.4 GHz ARC-ECRIS [6] with (electromagnet) minimum-B quadrupole
structure and the 10 GHz PM ring ECRIS, PK-GANESA [25], producing
charge states up to Ar6+ and Ar3+, respectively. The argon charge
state distributions of the CUBE-ECRIS and the Quadrumafios source [7]
are rather similar. Both sources have achieved >1 μA Ar11+ beams.
CUBE-ECRIS accomplished this with ∼300 W, and Quadrumafios with
2 kW of microwave power at 10 GHz. However, direct comparison of
the performance is challenging due to the different extraction systems
(Quadrumafios uses a round extraction aperture) and the different
microwave powers. The apparent performance difference to conven-
tional minimum-B ECR ion sources with solenoid and sextupole fields
is enticing the conclusion that high charge state production in plasma
of the quadrupole minimum-B configuration is inferior. However, such
conclusion would be premature since the plasma transport into the
extraction aperture has not been optimized in the quadrupole devices,
e.g. by optimizing the location and shape of the extraction aperture
with respect to the magnetic field whereas traditional ECR ion sources
benefit from long history of development culminating to dedicated
experiments on this matter (see Ref. [26], for example).

The emittance measurements reveal a particular trend, where the
emittance increases monotonically with increasing charge state (de-
creasing 𝑀∕𝑄) in both measurement planes. This is associated to the
diverging magnetic field in the extraction, which also causes the beam
to rotate (see Section 4.1). In contrast, conventional ECR ion sources
exhibit the opposite behaviour i.e. for high charge states the emittance
decreases with increasing charge state, which is typically attributed to
non-uniform charge-state distribution across the extraction aperture,
as discussed in Section 3.2, i.e. the high charge state ions occupying
the volume near the source axis. In the case of CUBE-ECRIS, the high
charge states are extracted uniformly across the entire width of the
aperture, rather than just from the centre. Therefore, there are no
distinct ‘‘effective aperture radii’’ for different charge state ions in
CUBE-ECRIS, or at least we have not observed any evidence of such
effect. The data presented in Table 1 cannot be used to make such
conclusions due to different plasma conditions used in the experiments.
The transport efficiencies, discussed in Section 4.2, also exhibit a
dependence on the mass-to-charge ratio, which could influence the
emittance results. The transport efficiency increases as a function of
decreasing 𝑀∕𝑄-ratio, meaning that higher charge states have better
throughput. Lower transport efficiency indicates more severe collima-
tion in the LEBT, which can presumably result in smaller emittance
compared to less collimation/higher charge state. Hence, both factors
i.e. the beam rotation and transport efficiency can affect the measured
emittance trends, and their contributions cannot be separated

Lastly, the obtained emittance values are comparable to those of
conventional ECR ion sources. For example, the typical normalized rms
emittance values measured with the JYFL 14 GHz ECR ion source for
Ar8+ beams produced with N2 mixing gas and 10 kV extraction, are
0.07–0.14 mm mrad depending on the ion source and beamline set-
tings [27]. These values have been measured with the same emittance
scanner that was used in the studies presented here. This similarity in
emittance values between the conventional ECRIS (round 8 mm aper-
ture) and CUBE-ECRIS with a slit aperture further supports the viability
of the unconventional magnetic field topology for future development,
such as the proposed superconducting ARC-ECRIS [8].

This study highlights two avenues for improving the beam inten-
sities of the CUBE-ECRIS: increased RF power and better LEBT beam
transport. Fig. 3 shows that the beam intensities increase monotonically
with added RF power, which suggests that more than 300 W is required
for optimizing the high charge state beam production similar to conven-
tional ECR ion sources. The transport efficiency is mainly limited by
the mismatch of the beams into the acceptance of the dipole magnet.
This is understood to be caused by the electrostatic quadrupole doublet
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not providing the expected focusing effect for reasons that remain
elusive. We target to address the transport issue by implementing one
or more of the following changes in the LEBT in the future; replacing
the electrostatic quadrupole doublet with an electromagnet version,
increasing the dipole magnet pole gap (acceptance), and/or shortening
the drift between the ion source and the dipole magnet thus eliminating
the need for quadrupole focusing to control the beam size.
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